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The use of nanomaterials for strain sensors has attracted attention due to their unique electromechanical
properties. However, nanomaterials have yet to overcome many technological obstacles and thus are not yet
the preferred material for strain sensors. In this work, we investigated graphene woven fabrics (GWFs) for
strain sensing. Different than graphene films, GWFs undergo significant changes in their polycrystalline
structures along with high-density crack formation and propagation mechanically deformed. The electrical
resistance of GWFs increases exponentially with tensile strain with gauge factors of ,103 under 2,6%
strains and ,106 under higher strains that are the highest thus far reported, due to its woven mesh
configuration and fracture behavior, making it an ideal structure for sensing tensile deformation by changes
in strain. The main mechanism is investigated, resulting in a theoretical model that predicts very well the
observed behavior.

S

train sensors measure local deformations and are used mainly for damage detection, characterization of
structures and fatigue studies of materials. Traditional sensors (metal and semiconductor strain gauges)
have high sensitivities and can be low cost. But they have drawbacks. Most are fixed directional sensors and
strain can only be measured in a specific direction; they have low resolution at the nanoscale and cannot be
embedded in structural materials. Sensors based on nanomaterials (e.g. nanoparticles1, nanotubes2, nanowires3–5,
thin films6–8) and their assemblages have been attracting interest recently due to their strain sensing characteristics. For example, strain sensors comprised of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)6–14, zinc oxide nanowires4,5, or graphene15–21 serve as good alternatives for developing new sensors because of their outstanding properties. For
graphene-based sensors, the principal vibrational frequencies15 and electrical conductance16 of graphene strongly
depend on its topological structure which can be modulated by applying uniaxial strain, making it useful for high
sensitivity tensile strain sensing. Moreover, nanomaterials can be embedded into structural materials and operate
as both multidirectional and multifunctional sensors with high strain resolution at the nanoscale. The electromechanical properties of these strain sensors exhibit excellent characteristics compared to the traditional sensors
due to a combination of high elastic moduli and outstanding electrical properties.
Our previous study showed that graphene woven fabric (GWF) might be an ideal component for strain sensors
due to its special mesh structure composed of woven graphene microribbons (GMRs)22. In this work, GWFs have
been embedded into polymers or used as patches on the surface of structural materials (like normal strain gauges).
GWFs have a stable and predictable resistance response as a function of strain. They can measure very high strain
(up to 10%) and are well suited to highly stressed hybrid configurations, with significant resistance changes of 10
times at 2% and 10,000 times at 8%. The main mechanism is investigated, resulting in a theoretical model that
predicts very well the observed behavior.

Results
Tensile test of GWF/PDMS films. As shown in Figure 1a, a GWF thin film was coated onto or embedded in a
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) matrix. Then the composite was subjected to external loading. Figure 1b shows a
wired and a bent sample. The main feature of interest for tensile tests on the GWF-on-PDMS device is the
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Figure 1 | GWF-on-PDMS structure for tensile test. (a) Schematic of the GWF-on-PDMS structure. (b) Macroscopic optical image of a wired sample.
(c) A series of optical images showing the formation of crack and their evolution in GWF under different strain, and corresponding schematics. (d)
Optical images of the GWF under large strains (20% and 50%).

formation of high-density cracks that were initiated at weak points
under small strains. The crack length and crack density gradually
increased with increasing strain (Figure 1c). At large strains, cracks
are clearly seen in low magnification optical images and are predominantly perpendicular to the tensile direction, and are uniformly
distributed in the stretched GWF. Finally, the cracks continue to
propagate leading to the fracture of the GMRs (Figure 1d). After
the removal of the external force, the cracks disappear and the
fractured GWF recovers to the initial state. The electrical resistance
was monitored in real time. When a GWF was stretched within the
limits of the underlying substrate’s elasticity, its resistance increased
and significant changes were observed during deformation (loading
and unloading) that makes GWF-on-PDMS films applicable for
strain sensing applications.
Figure 2a characterizes the resistive response of the composite
sensor to the external loading; the electrical resistance monotonously
increases with the applied strain, behaving like a variable resistor, but
the slope of the relative resistance (DR/R0) curve has three stages, all
in approximately exponential fashions. At the first stage, the relative
electrical resistance increases significantly and shows a highly nonlinear relation with strain up to approximately 1% strain, caused by
the initialization and fast propagation of crack in the GMRs in the
GWF network. At higher strains, the relative change in resistance
under strain still rises exponentially due to the development of cracks
and because of the dimensional change of the GWF networks.
Moreover, the slope of the resistance-strain curve also increases
exponentially with strain, suggesting an irreversible resistance transition, associated with extensive concentration of stresses in interphases and continuous fracture of GMRs. DR/R0 values are ,1 at
0.5%, 5,10 at 2% and 103,104 at 8% depending on the crystallinity
of GMRs. At the third stage, owing to the growth of cracks in the
GWF, the neighboring GMRs are completely disconnected and the
resistance jumps to ‘‘infinity’’ (out of measurable range) at strains of
15,20%.
As shown in Figure 2b, it can be seen that under the saw-tooth
wave strain, the current switched rapidly at every turning point, and
the current remained nearly constant at the same value of strain. The
sensor maintained these superb response and recovery properties
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 2 : 870 | DOI: 10.1038/srep00870

even under high strains of ,10%, suggesting applications such as
for precision measurements. Tested with different frequencies of
strain (0.02,1 Hz), the GWF-on-PDMS sensor also shows almost
no frequency dependence of the current change at the applied strain
(Figure 2c). Figure S1 shows the recovered resistance of the GWF-onPDMS sensor upon cycling under different strains, demonstrating its
excellent stability and robustness after 100-cycle tests.
The woven mesh structure of GWF is highly sensitive to deformation. For comparison, Figure 2d gives the current and relative resistance (inset) as a function of strain for a graphene film. Different than
the GWF, the film resistance increases almost linearly with strain,
with moderate changes of 2 times at 2% and only 7 times at 8%.
Gauge factors. The slope of the resistance-strain curve of GWF (see
the inset of Figure 2a), reflects the gauge factor of a sensor, defined as
(dR/R)/(dL/L), where R and L are the resistance and length of the
sensor, respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the gauge factors of a
GWF sensor are calculated to be ,103 under 2,6% strains and
106 under higher strains (.7%). These values are to our knowledge
the highest thus far reported, higher than the gauge factors (0.06
,0.82) for CNT/polymer composites12, 1,5 for conventional metal
gauges23, ,20 for carbon black (50wt%)/polymer composites24, ,100
for nanowire/polystyrene hybrid films5, ,200 for a doped Si strain
sensor, ,1000 for a nanotube based sensor25, 1250 for a single nanowire based sensor4.

Discussion
To understand the underlying mechanism of the GWF ‘stretchability’ and explain the electromechanical response of GWFs during
tensile tests, the structural changes occurring in GWF under different
levels of strain were examined. We first explain why the abovementioned cracking phenomenon may happen, and then show that
the cracking propagation would be main mechanism of the observed
high sensitivity of the GWF-on-PDMS sensors to strain.
On initial stretching, irreversible fracturing throughout the GWF
created cracks; with further strain, the crack density and also their
widths increased, explaining the observed exponential increase in
resistance. Uniformity of the GMRs was vital for homogeneous
2
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Figure 2 | Electromechanical behavior of the graphene-on-PDMS strain sensors. (a) The changes in current and resistance (inset) under different strain.
(b) Current response at different static strain. (c) Current response at different frequency under 5% strain. (d) Current and relative changes in resistance
(inset) of graphene film. All samples were tested under a bias of 1 V.

fracturing throughout the GWF. In addition, the GWF showed buckling parallel to the strain axis, because its deformation followed the
same positive Poisson’s ratio as the PDMS substrate. This highlighted the importance of the woven structure of the GWF in allowing a super exponential resistive response.
Our chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown graphene has an
overlapped polycrystalline nature, as illustrated in Figure 4a. Asgrown graphene is composed of single crystalline graphene sheets
with an overlapped region between any two adjacent sheets and
overlapping width ranging from about 50 to 200 nm. The measured

Figure 3 | Gauge factors of the GWF-on-PDMS strain sensor.
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sheet size distribution is shown in Figure S2, with mean size about
5mm. During a large stretching, the PDMS will response to almost the
same stretching while the graphene sheets adhered to the PDMS will
keep almost inextensible since its Young’s modulus is more than 106
times of that of a PDMS and the strength against relatively sliding
between graphene sheets and the underlying PDMS is fairly low.
Accordingly, if we ignore the stretching of the graphene sheet, then
the overlapping width between two adjacent graphene sheets of sizes
L1 and L2 will shrink from the initial width, w0 to w0 2 Le, where L 5
(L1 1 L2)/2. The critical strain that is required to yield separation or
‘‘crack’’ initiative is thus equal to ecr 5 w0/L, as depicted in the
bottom panel of Figure 4a. The crack information (density, length)
agrees well with the microscopic observation of crack formation
within GWF under different strains.
As illustrated in Figures 4b and 4c, the GWF forms an electrical
network with a variable resistor assembled to each current pathway.
A partial crack perpendicular to a pathway will lead to an increase
of the resistance while an across crack will result in breaking off the
pathway. To understand the cracking effect, a program was
developed to solve the equivalent resistor network and output the
resistance (see Experimental for details). With the microscopic
observation of crack formation within GWF under different strains,
the relationship between the density of cracks and the strain was first
established. Figure 4c shows a schematic model of the current pathway within the GWF. It was found that cracks are uniformly distributed in the stretched GWF, revealing the intrinsic polycrystalline
feature of CVD-grown graphene. After applying the statistical crack
information (density, length) derived from Figure 4a and Figure S2 to
3
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Figure 4 | Fracture model of GWF. (a) Schematic structure of polycrystalline graphene (top) and the critical strain versus graphene sheet size plot
(bottom). (b) The equivalent circuit model for estimating the resistance of GWF’s with specified cracked GMRs. (c) Current pathway through a fractured
GWF. (d) Calculated resistance changes of GWFs with different configurations.

the circuit model, the resistance of GWF under a specific strain was
calculated. Figure 4d shows the resistance changes versus strain for
GWF samples of different configurations. Similar to previously reported multi-fiber embedded composites with improved sensitivity11,
the resistance of the GWF-on-PDMS strain sensor increases sharply
with the many segments of GMRs gradually broken one by one or
alternately, which acted as multi variable resistors connected in
matrix. DR/R0 shows an exponential increase with increasing strain,
in good agreement with the experimental results. With increasing
number of GMRs embedded in the parallel and woven structures, the
stretched samples display enhanced ability to sustain high strains.
The simulation well explained the mechanism of the remarkable resistance change with respect to strain in GWFs, and the high strain
sensing could be attributed to the gradual breaking of GMRs upon
stretching.
Although the calculated resistance increases exponentially with
strain, it is about an order of magnitude lower than experimental
values for the GWF composed of 20320 GMRs. The difference
grows with the strain and the number of GMRs. Especially, the
experimental results show a rapid increase in DR/R0 at low strains
(Fig. 2a). There are two reasons for this. First, the model employed
here only considers cracks in the GMRs in the weft direction, which is
parallel to the load. However, a great many cracks also grow in the
GMRs perpendicular to the load, due to the compression during the
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 2 : 870 | DOI: 10.1038/srep00870

tensile process. The contact resistance could be relatively large, having a significant impact on the total resistance. Since the GMRs form
a multi-joint network, cracks parallel to the stress may emerge on
GMRs in the warp direction under large strain as well. Second, the
observed distribution of cracks cannot reflect all aspects of crack
growth and propagation, since the resolution of optical and even
the electron microscope is limited. Meanwhile, GMRs with lots of
initial defects will break completely under low strain, resulting in a
significant increase in resistance. The general behavior is demonstrated here, and the mechanism of the exponential change of resistance to strain is well rationalized.
The resistance response of GWF is tunable to some extent. The
crack formation is affected not only by the original graphene quality,
but also by the GWF fabrication process, resulting in variations in
sensing characteristics when their layouts (e.g. area, grid density) are
different or stretched along different direction. For example, when a
prestretched GWF is tested or a GWF is stretched along the XY
direction, the exponential change of resistance to strain becomes
weaker22. The mechanism of stretchability along the XY direction
is analogous to the structural deformation of open-mesh geometries
used to wrap two-dimensional objects. When the frame is stretched,
open rectangular holes deform to allow stretching, while the strips act
as bending units. This process is downsized with a relative change of
resistance of ,5 at 2% strain and ,100 at 10% strain for the GWF
4
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Figure 5 | Universal strain sensing. (a) Compression. (b) Torsion. (c) Shearing. Top panels: schematics and photographs, bottom panels: corresponding
changes in resistance under different deformation. The sensing behavior depends on the dimensions of PDMS and GWF. All GWF samples are
,131 cm2.

(Figure S3). Several tensile tests were conducted on different types of
GWF sensors (Fig. S4). The experimental result reveals that the area
and grid density mainly influence the stability of the sensor, and the
tensile direction mainly influence the sensitivity of the sensor.
To further reveal the potential of GWFs for use in tensile strain
sensors, a variety of strain sensing experiments using GWF-onPDMS sensors, such as compression, torsion, and shearing, were
conducted and the results are shown in Figure 5. As a GWF consists
of discontinuous graphene sheets, the GWF-on-PDMS strain sensor
can be considered a defective graphene mesh reinforced with a solid
surface. Due to it polycrystalline structure, some micro-cracks were
generated in the GWF during wet-chemical based transfer and subsequent drying. When the GWF was compressed such that it
buckled, these cracks were recovered, resulting in a decrease in resistance (Figure 5a). Broken sheets could remain very close to each
other because they stuck to the PDMS substrate, enabling them to
rejoin when the external load is released. Similarly, as for torsion and
shearing, the cracks first merged then regrew with further deformation. Therefore, as shown in Figure 5b and 5c, the resistances drop at
early stages of loading then increase. It is worth noting that the
relative resistances for these three deformations are negligible (DR/
R0,0.5) compared to tensile deformation, suggesting its sensitivity
as a tensile strain sensor that is less influenced by other deformations.
In summary, GWF-on-polymer composite films, fabricated by
directly coating GWFs on selected polymers, hold great promise as
strain sensors that take advantage of the woven mesh structure
and the exponential dependence of resistance change on the
GWF’s geometry. This strain sensor with good repeatability and high
sensitivity may provide an economical sensing modality for microcontrol applications. To extend the domain of application of the
current GWF strain sensors, future work will focus on the correlation
between the electromechanical properties and the polycrystalline
feature (e.g. crystallinity, shape and size of graphene domains) of
GWFs.

Methods
Synthesis of GWFs. GWFs were prepared from atmospheric pressure CVD by using
a woven copper mesh as the template and methane as the carbon source22. After
etching away copper in an aqueous solution of FeCl3 (0.5 mol/L) and HCl
(0.5 mol/L), the freestanding GWF film was transferred to deionized water and rinsed
thoroughly for later use.
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Characterizations. GWF-on-PDMS structures for strain sensor characterization were
fabricated on a rectangular-shaped backing structure made of PDMS. After setting and
drying the GWF film on PDMS, lead wires were connected it using silver paste. Tensile
characterizations of the sensors were performed on a computer controlled, home-made
actuating unit located on an optical bench. Surface structure evaluations of the GWFs
(cracks, wrinkles) were performed using an optical microscope (Olympus BX51M) and
a scanning electron microscope (S-4800, Hitachi).
Fracture model and resistance predication of GWF upon stretching. If the GWF
consists of m horizontal GMRs and n vertical GMRs, it can be modeled as a 2D
resistor network as shown in Figure 4b. To measure the resistance from the left side of
GWF to its right side, the nodes on the edges of both sides are shorted, respectively. To
investigate the effect of the fracture of GMRs on the GWF’s resistance, a program was
developed to obtain the relationship between the resistance of GWF and the tensile
strain. The program has as input a data file that includes the position and the crack
information in each cracked GMR. The program employs the technique of nodal
analysis to form the linear equation system26. With other sparse matrix functions of
MATLAB, this program is able to efficiently handle large-scale GWF and provide an
easy-to-use tool to estimate the GWF’s resistance for specified cracked GMRs. To
investigate the effect of the crack density on the GWF’s resistance, the function of the
program is enhanced to output the resistance for a specified crack density. This is
accomplished by randomly generating the positions and crack informations of the
cracked GMRs.
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